A geometric method to find exact solutions to the one-dimensional classical non-homogeneous Heisenberg ferromagnet model is proposed. By constructing a one-parameter family ofgeodesics on an arbitrary surface in E 3 we are able to find both the coupling function ofthe model and the particular solution to this model.
In this paper we present and apply some geometric and b arbitrary functions of x2) [4] . In this case eq. method to solve the so-called one-dimensional clas-(2) is a slight extension of the integrable equation sical non-homogeneous Heisenberg ferromagnet (1 Dintroduced by Calogero and Degasperis [51.
CNHF) model [I];
However, we would like to point out that the ques-S -1SxS + c s s q~tionable integrability of eq. (2) is not the main rea-2-) Ii ./.1 X~' ' son why the method of solving of the lD-CNHF where S=S(x', x2)eE3 is a unit vector spin vanmodel (1) by its reduction to the NNSE (2) seems able, f=f(x', x2)eR is a coupling function, x' (x2) to be an inefficient one. It turns out that from the are space (time) independent variables and, finally, computational point of view it is a very difficult task comma means differentiation while cross denotes the to reconstruct S-solutions from the knowledge of qskew product in E3. Eq. (1) can be used as a model solutions. In order to compute an S-solution one has of some interesting physical phenomena [1] .
to solve an auxiliary problem: to reconstruct an E3-Lakshmanan and Bullough [2] in the case off lincurve from the knowledge of its curvature and torear in x' and Balakrishnan [1] in the case of an arbision which are given in terms ofthe q-solution. In the trary fhave shown eq. (1) can be reduced to the socase f= 1 (ordinary non-linear Schrodinger equacalled non-homogeneous non-linear Schrodinger tion) this problem is discussed in ref.
[61.
equation (NNSE):
This paper provides a novel geometric approach to 2 both eqs.
(1) and (2) . It is based on ideas and results 1q 2 + (J~),,, +2fq~qI of the framework of soliton surfaces [7] . The geometry of soliton surfaces for a given soliton system
constitutes a spectral extension of the geometry of pseudo-spherical surfaces which is a geometry of the where q= q(x', x2) cC.
sine-Gordon equation as well [8] . In particular one Recently some controversial statements on the can show that the parametric lines x2 = const on an integrability of eq. (2) (in the sense of soliton thearbitrary soliton surface of the nonlinear Schrödin-ory) have been formulated [3, 4] . Presumably, the ger equation (eq. (2) withf= 1) are geodesic lines most general function fwhich admits the integrabil- [9, 10] . This observation admits the following extenity of eq. (2) isftx', x2)=a(x2)x'+b(x2) (with a sion (for the geometric terminology used below see ref.
[71orref. [11] ): (9a) guished: fundamental forms (3) and (4), the geo- 
tor to the surface >). These geometric objects satisfy their own "equations of motion" which can be leading to eq. (3). described as follows.
(E) On calculating b,,(x', x2) we arrive atf(x', (1) All the coefficients of the fundamental forms x2) given by eq. (5) while S=S(x',x2)=r,(x',x2) (3) and (4) can be expressed in terms off-and qis a particular solution to eq. (1) with the samef functions exclusively while the so-called The application of this algorithm to the unit sphere, Gauss-Mainardi-Codazzi equations ofthe theory of cylinder and conus leads to the following results. surfaces are reducible to eq. (2).
Sphere. We start with the parametric representa-(2) The kinematics ofthe geodesic line x2=const tion r= [cos u cos vcos u sin i', sin u]. Eq. (8) reads is given by u=arcsin(sin a cos a) r 2 =fr~x r,, .
v=fl -arccos ( tg u tg a) (3) The kinematics of the vector S= r,, is given by The transformation (9a) is given by the 1 D-CNHF equation (1).
These results enable one to formulate the following algorithm which allows one to find simulta- -sin y cosfl-cos y sinfl sin a, y=x' -$fl'(t) sin a(t) dt.
(1 lb)
As the associated coupling function we have Cylinder. The corresponding parametric representation is given by r= [cos u, sin u, v]. Eq. (8) reads f(x', x2)=tg ö a 2(x2) u=fl+a cos a, v=a sin a.
x[a'(x2)13'(x2)h(x', x2)]
The transformation (9a) is given by
and the corresponding solution to eq. (1) reads
S=~h2(x1,x2)+a2(x2)
x [h(x', x2) sin 5 cos Ø-a(x2) sin 0, 
A few comments are in order. According to formula where (6) it is always possible to calculate the corresponda = a (x2), ing q-solution from geometry (!) . In all the discussed cases (sphere, cyclinder and conus) the surfaces are
